
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of digital marketing consultant. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for digital marketing consultant

Be the liaison for the Strategy & Insights the Media Solutions Team
Assessing impacts of new test test requests (audience size and conversion
rate increase)
Maintaining a library of test results
Coordinating with Digital Analytics SMEs on sharing test results and insights
Monitoring performance of tests and scaled campaigns and identify any
issues early
Facilitating large meetings where test results are shared, including setting
and maintaining the weekly agenda
7+ years progressively responsible work experience, with a minimum of 3+
years of consulting experience in an automotive environment, prior
experience in training techniques and adult learning theories
To lead the definition of A/B testing, multivariate testing and targeting
strategies in the planning stages of client projects
To lead client presentations and planning sessions documenting required next
steps
To communicate with client stakeholders and team members on a day-today
basis to ensure the efficient delivery of processes and services and
applications

Example of Digital Marketing Consultant Job
Description
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Experience working in large Technology consulting firm preferred
Experience in Life Sciences and Pharma will be a plus
5+ years experience in interactive marketing - email marketing, social media,
website analytics, search marketing, mobile marketing, display marketing
2-3 years experience leading or working extensively with a DMP on areas
including audience management and development, targeting strategies, data
aggregation, insights / reporting (agency or client side)
Strong knowledge of ad-tech and media landscape including DSPs, DMPs,
programmatic display buying
3+ years working in digital marketing with B2C retail client(s) preferred


